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AIREX Balance Pad Solid, royal blue - L46 x W41 D5cm  
 The AIREX® Balance-pad Solid generates

significantly softer stimuli due to its higher
density. It is the ideal aid for seniors and
therapists in the very early stages of
therapy, as it is not as unstable and
wobbly as other AIREX® Balance-pads.
Due to its extremely robust properties, the
AIREX® Balance-pad Solid is particularly
suitable for functional training, as it can
also be used for training in sneakers. The
large, waffle-like texture embossed on
both sides enables very simple,
remarkably non-slip and safe therapy and
training applications. 

 CHF 72.90  
      

      

Thanks to a higher density and a new nub-like surface structure, the Balance-pad Solid is extremely
stable and robust with optimum cushioning. The Solid weighs one kilogram and is therefore heavier than
the Balance-pad Elite. A must-have for every physiotherapist who already works with our balance pads.
The new Solid will be indispensable in the rehabilitation sector, as it ensures that patients can start
training even more quickly. The Balance-pad Solid impresses with its increased density, which
massively increases the degree of hardness. This means that training can now be varied more as the
body has to adapt to new loads. Due to the robustness of the Solid, it can also be increasingly used in
functional training.

Extremely stable and robust with optimum cushioning

After months of research, we have succeeded in developing a new balance pad. Thanks to a higher
density and a new nub-like surface structure, the Solid balance pad is extremely stable and robust with
optimum cushioning. The Solid weighs one kilogram and is therefore heavier than the Balance-pad Elite.
A must-have for every physiotherapist who already works with our balance pads.

The new Solid will be indispensable in the rehabilitation sector, as it ensures that patients can start
training even more quickly. The Balance-pad Solid impresses with its increased density, which
massively increases the degree of hardness. This means that training can now be varied more as the
body has to adapt to new loads. Thanks to the robustness of the Solid, it can also be increasingly used
in functional training.

The new Balance-pad Solid is AGR-certified and has unique properties that are particularly gentle on
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the musculoskeletal system and at the same time trigger targeted stimulation for stabilization. The
balance products are among the most effective and at the same time simplest aids in physiotherapy,
rehabilitation, prevention and follow-up training for patients as well as in popular and competitive sports.
The special top and bottom surfaces provide slip resistance and at the same time stimulate the foot
receptors in a pleasant way.

Three tips for your AIREX products

1. use the products barefoot or with socks (no sneakers)
2. care for your products with simple soapy water if they become dirty. Disinfection will not be
necessary due to the integrated sanitized protection!
3. Allow the AIREXreg: products to air dry well if they get wet (they are also suitable for outdoor use)

Dimensions: L46 x W41 x H5cm

Color: royal blue
Weight: 1kg

Medical purpose:

AIREX® products are designed as movement therapy aids for both institutional and domestic use. It is
used as a support for a person during medically indicated and prescribed exercises to improve motor
skills and balance or postural control and/or for the therapeutic exercise treatment of muscle weakness
in the limbs and trunk as a result of a neurological or orthopaedic condition.

Note: Please check the surface for slip resistance before using Airex Balance products. We recommend
using an Airex mat as a base to increase comfort and safety.
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